
FENCE



A fence surrounding a pasture does much more than
contain domesticated animals. It isolates one eco-system from
another. A pasture will consist of vegetation adapted to
trampling hoofs, grazing habit and waste deposits while
adjacent ground cover may be adapted to periodic mowing,
burning or cultivation. The visual contrast of such land areas,
whether pasture lands or cultivated fields, is the fabric of rural
landscape. This study involves the visual, spatial and material
qualities of a particular eco-system interface within that fabric.
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Every time I fly I am intrigued that the patch-work rural
landscape looks so different from the air than it does from the
ground. A large square field as seen from the air becomes a
narrow band when viewed from the ground, and the patch-
work of fields and pastures becomes a panorama of contrasting
strips. We may deduce that a strip is actually a square but the
two-dimensionality of our visual perception usually leads us to
accept a shortened abstraction of any scene with real depth.
The strip will only take on spatial meaning as we walk to and
through it. As we do this our abstract visual impression of the
strip combines with what we hear, smell and feel of the
immediate material environment, providing us with the most
complete information we can directly experience.

The interfacing eco-systems selected for this study were a
horse pasture and an infrequently mowed lawn surrounding a
football field. A segment of the straight fence separating these
contrasting grassy areas was moved to make an image in
anamorphic perspective. From the opposite ridge (and more
exactly from the far football bleachers) the altered fence
appears to form a horizontal s-curve between two distinct strips
in the landscape. Part of the new fence line encroaches on the
horse pasture and the other part encroaches on the lawn next to
the pasture. Because of the low angle of view there appears to
be an equal give and take of territory. In actual space the horse
pasture is losing twice as much ground as the lawn.

The fence of course does not constitute the image. The
post and barbed wire line is virtually invisible itself, but
provides the condition necessary for the evolution of contrast-
ing ground surfaces. The rearranged pasture image is
dependent on the separate eco-systems each taking over their
new ground in their own time. The new area given to the horse
pasture was grazed down to stubble during the first day of the
new arrangement, whereas the territory given to the lawn took
several weeks to change noticeably as it grew. The eco-system

*"anamorphosis: a distorted projection or representation of an
image on a plane or curved surface, which, when viewed from a
certain point or in a certain manner, appears regular and in
proportion." 

-Websters 
Dictionary





contrast is not only visible as the juxtaposition of tall and short
grass, because even the soil is different from one side to the
other. The pasture soil is much more fertile from the horses'
waste, thus the tall grass growing up in the new addition to the
lawn is much more green than the rest of the lawn. Conversely,
the newly grazed area, being less fertile than the rest of the
pasture, is a contrasting brown color. So, instead of two
contrasting surfaces there are now four. The effect of the old
fence line is stilt visible in the landscape by virtue of the
contrasting eco-systems it once separated.

The fence is seen as control information. The eco-systems
adapt to its configuration. The new fence arrangement will
thus be left up until an ecological equilibrium is reestablished,
at which time there will be only two surfaces in contrast again.
When this is achieved the fence line will be put back as it was
before and the grasses will go through the previous process in
reverse. Four contrasting surfaces will again emerge and the s-

curve image will gradually fade as equilibrium is attained once
more.

Above Opposite: Six weeks after the fence line had been

changed the portion of pasture which had been taken away
from the horses began to show as taller than the pasture grass

and greener than the lawn grass.
Below Opposite: The area which was taken from the lawn and
given to the pasture was grazed to stubble matching the pasture
grass in texture but contrasting it in color. In this way the old
fence line remained visible.



€t? Topographic map of horse
pasture and football field.
The square inset represents
what the eye sees of the
landscape from point E in
the stands. Here, the actual
space between eye and
horizon is squashed into the
"correct" image.
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Left: Photograph of
FENCE taken from point E
on the stands, shown
relative to the square inset
on opposite page. One day
after the fence line had been
changed, horses had
already cropped the grass in
their new territory. Below:
View looking down the old
fence line several weeks
after part of it had been
relocated. The alteration
will be left until ecological
equilibrium is reestablished,
then the fence will be
straightened again and the
ng-zag pattern will slowly
fade.


